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AIR POCKETS
ZERO IMPACT

CERTIFIED
RECYCLED

ANTIMICROBIAL
DEFENSE

*

FOR GOOGLE

PROTECTIVE CASE
FOR GOOGLE

AIRPOCKET 
TECHNOLOGY

Absorbs and disperses shocks 
on impact transferring energy 

away from your device

ADVANCED RAISED 
EDGES
Signature lip designed to protect 
your device and camera lens from 
flat falls

ULTRA RESPONSIVE
BUTTONS

Enhanced buttons
Tactile Reactivity

RUGGED SOLID 
FINISH 
Smooth Solid Rugged back, 
designed 
to give the ultimate in non-
marking protection

IMPACTHANETM

Built-in microbial defense
protects from many common germs 

and reduces microbes by up to 
99.99% (ITSKINS patent pending)

SPECTRUM_R powerfully safeguards your Google with intelligent Drop Safe Protection. 
Impact is absorbed, dissipated and repelled by air cushion technology used along the sides 
and the 4 corners of the SPECTRUM_R case.

SPECTRUM_R is known as the ultimate combination: Lightweight, Drop Safe, Non–Marking, 
Wipeable and Super Slim.

*Generic visual as an example representing a case for Google Pixel 7a
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HEXOTEK Air

Advanced raised edges

ANTIMICROBIAL
DEFENSE

IMPACTHANE Anti Bacterial Polymer

PROTECTIVE CASE

FOR GOOGLE

Unprotected

The first layer of resistance

Impacthane protected after 2 hours
Up to 99% microbes killed

Using air as a mattress to absorb the shocks, the honeycomb - design micro air pockets now have an 
extra layer that enables a 2 Step resistance against Kinetic energy generated if you drop your phone.

Our ion anti-microbial technology works at a cellular level to continually disrupt the growth and 
reproduction of micro-organisms. This creates a multi-point attack, damaging the protein, cell 
membrane, DNA and internal systems of bacteria, and many common viruses. 

Protect your screen and camera lens

Adding resistance on impact
with the second layer
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REFERENCES 

Brand Ref Product EAN code SPCB PCB

GOOGLE 066067 SPECTRUM_R Case for Google Pixel 7a - Solid Black Mat - Soft bag 3700992531618 8 160


